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Chapter One 

 

Serenedey was anything but calm and peaceful as she climbed a tall ladder to change 

a dying fluorescent light tube. Since the big boss overseeing several stores was rarely in 

store an hour before opening, Siri, as she was known to her team, was doing her version 

of cussing a blue streak. Ron Phillips heard her mutter, “Freaking, farking blankety-blank 

tube” loud enough where anyone in that corner of Reagan’s Discount Emporium could 

interpret her comments any profane way they saw fit. Most, including Ron, knew exactly 

what she meant and it wasn’t, “Have a nice day.”  

Yes, she was his boss, and yes, Ron knew he had other things to do like picking up 

all the cardboard boxes, placing them on a four-wheel handcart and taking them to the 

baler on the loading dock. Ron was also moving closer to Siri to hear her cussing quite 

clearly even while doing his job. 

The last month or so had seen a ton or turmoil in Ron’s life, cutting his sleep down 

to the point he was always on edge. Siri’s cussing just added to his already monstrous 

mountain of stress and his growing, painful headache. 

“Add the stress from work to splitting headaches every night, a lack of sleep caused 

by the headaches and a boatload of coffee to compensate for zero rest makes anyone 

wired and more than a little paranoid. Thankfully I do not use recreational drugs or I’d 

really be screwed up,” he told a co-worker one day. 

Glancing up, Ron saw Siri had already climbed to the very top and was balancing 

precariously on the tall ladder. 

Ron also looked down, hearing another employee, music blasting away through 

earbuds, pushing a cart loaded with heavy boxes of cat litter coming toward him. His co-

worker’s eyes were closed as he swayed to the music, the boring work around him 

temporarily forgotten. 

Ron’s eyes swept back and forth, seeing potential disaster: their boss and a large 

empty box next to the ladder were between the two workers. 

“If Terry doesn’t watch out, he’s going to hit that empty box, starting a nasty chain 

of events,” Ron’s eyes told him. Mentally he added a shrug, “and here I go again.” 



Just as the thought came unbidden to his mind, Ron was already in motion, running 

and pushing his cart with a three-foot stack of soft, semi-flat cardboard closer to where 

Siri stood. “It may not be a feather mattress or an air bladder like stuntmen use in the 

movies, but it’s what I’ve got,” he knew. 

As he ran toward Siri, Ron saw in his mind what was about to happen, as if it already 

had. The front right wheel on Terry’s cart would strike the broken-down box lying on the 

floor. Terry would shove his cart hard instead of backing up and going around it or—

heaven forbid Terry expend the effort—picking up the cardboard. 

A box on top of Terry’s load would fall off the cart against a stack of microwave 

ovens near the ladder, knocking the ovens to the ground. The top oven would land with 

just enough momentum to hit the ladder’s leg. 

Ron’s eyes saw clearly that Siri was standing on her tip toes trying to force one end 

of the light tube into a small slot needed to lock it in place. The impact of the microwave 

with the ladder was going to be just enough to send Siri tumbling toward the linoleum-

covered concrete ten feet below, Ron somehow knew. 

The momentum of the impact would be magnified as her toes gave the ladder a 

slight push, causing Siri to move further forward in more of an awkward dive than a 

calamitous fall. Siri’s push on the ladder would send it backward toward an aisle empty 

of people, but not merchandise. 

Having seen what was about to happen play out in his brain, the second Terry’s cart 

hit the cardboard box lying on the floor, Ron sprang into motion. He yanked his flatbed 

cart of shock-absorbing cardboard backward so it would be under Siri when she landed. 

Ron’s timing and positioning were almost—but not quite—perfect. Siri managed to 

twist slightly in the air so she landed on the cardboard butt first. Her momentum caused 

Siri to hit the cardboard and bounce up and back … straight into Ron’s arms. 

“We’ve got to stop meeting like this, Serenedey (pronounced Serenity) Binthassan,” 

Ron said before her momentum sent him tumbling backward and he landed on his butt 

and back. Ron’s eyes were already shifting upward from her shocked face to the light 

tube she had almost, but not quite, installed. The tube seems to be falling in slow motion 

just like Siri. 



His quick glance was already being converted into action. Ron began twisting away 

from where it looked like the four-foot fluorescent was going to hit. He couldn’t quite tell 

if the bulb would smack them or the concrete floor. Ron’s twist was enough to shield Siri 

from the flying glass when the tube hit and the mercury vapor inside caused it to explode. 

Siri escaped without a scratch. Ron wasn’t quite so lucky. Several shards of glass 

from the exploding tube pierced his thin knit work polo shirt, embedding themselves in 

his back and the back of his neck. Ron was slightly stunned more by the fact that Siri was 

uninjured and being held in his arms than feeling any pain as his flesh was sliced open. 

When all was said and done, the whole incident took less than five seconds from 

Ron seeing the cardboard jam Terry’s cart to winding up on his side, holding Siri just 

above the floor, he determined later. At that moment, though, Ron took a deep breath and 

let go of his grip on Siri’s back, his hands falling toward his waist … and hers. 

Ron saw that Siri managed to land in a sitting position on his midsection, his hands 

barely brushing her butt on their way to the floor. Siri was sitting in what someone who 

wasn’t seen the accident might have interpreted as a “suggestive” or “provocative” pose, 

her chest inches away from his own. He also saw that her chestnut brown eyes, dark and 

inviting enough for a man to dive into, were less than a foot from his. 

“OK, it looks like we were having sex with our clothes on,” Ron thought, part of his 

brain seeming to view him from outside his body. Ron admitted to himself that having 

sex with Siri wasn’t on his mind … at that moment. 

Before this latest accident Ron an enviable record: no work time missed due to 

injury or illness in the last year. 

“I can kiss that record goodbye,” he knew as the delayed pain from the shards of 

glass sticking into him kicked in as his contact with the floor drove them deeper into his 

skin. He lifted himself slightly while noticing the sticky feel of blood running down his 

back. 

“I never knew working in a retail stock room could be so dangerous,” he told Siri. 

What with all shapes and sizes of merchandise flying around, razor blades and box 

cutters left in random spots, sharp-edged cardboard boxes and metal staples strewn about 

the place all ready to pierce an unwary hand, arm or leg plus people rushing around like 

crazy, staying intact requires a lot of concentration. 



Keeping Siri from breaking a leg—or from a height of at least fifteen feet to an 

unforgiving concrete floor—maybe her neck, was Ron’s plan. Adding new scars to his 

growing collection was not. 

Siri brought Ron back to earth with a solid slap to his face. “Take your hands off 

me,” she demanded, rage more than fear or shock visible in her flaming eyes. Siri got her 

feet under her and stood up over Ron, glaring down at him. 

“That is going to go into your record, mister,” she yelled. “How dare you touch my 

derriere. I’m not only your boss, I’m a married woman,” Siri shouted before storming off. 

Store manager Dan Dublin heard the crashing ladder, saw merchandise go flying and 

witnessed an employee do a high dive off a ladder. He hadn’t seen Ron arrive in the nick 

of time to keep Siri from eating concrete. 

As he was running to the scene, the not quite biggest boss saw Ron lying on his back 

as Siri’s knees were straddling his hips, Ron’s hands on the floor and her chest nearly in 

Ron’s face. 

Only after Siri got off Ron, looked around and saw Dan come running toward them 

from across the store did she realize what happened. Standing several feet away, she saw 

the pile of cardboard scattered across the aisle, the downed ladder and a slowly growing 

pool of dark red blood around Ron’s neck and back 

The look of “I’d like to kill you” on Siri’s face softened. She reached down, saw the 

pain on Ron’s face and reached down and gently caressed it with a finger before asking, 

“How did you …?” 

“I just happened to be in the right place at the right time, yet again,” Ron told her, 

trying hard to keep from screaming in pain. “I do not want to say I told you so, but you 

really need to get someone taller to change those bulbs. Your five-feet nothing height is 

too short to be doing it. You know you’re not supposed to be that high.” 

“Also, feel free to file a report if you consider what I did inappropriate touching,” 

Ron said, some anger and pain from what Siri said a moment before surfacing. “I’ll 

consider doing the same for that slap,” as he touched a growing welt on his cheek. 

Siri scratched her head quizzically, still trying to figure out how Ron had gotten 

where he did to keep her from getting hurt. She also knew from recent memory that this 



was not the first time fate in the form of one Ron Phillips seemed to arrive in the nick of 

time. 

“One of these days I’m not going to be there and you’re really going to get hurt,” 

Ron added, his own anger quickly subsiding. “That’s the end of this lecture, now I’d 

better clean up this mess before someone in authority complains about it.” Ron pushed 

himself to his feet, waving his hands at a pile of cardboard, broken glass and at least one 

ruined microwave oven. 

Dublin was close enough to hear Ron’s comments as he arrived at the scene of the 

crime. Once he got there, he clearly saw the mess, including the ladder that was lying on 

its side down an empty aisle. Seeing Siri brushing her short sleeve white shirt and tan 

pants, while Ron had dust, dirt and blood on his navy blue shirt, he asked, “Is everyone 

OK? I came running as soon as I heard the crash.” 

“I saw that a bulb had gone out and I was replacing it because the rules require 

managers do the dangerous stuff,” Siri explained as she helped Ron stand up, 

unconsciously letting her thick jet black hair fall down nearly to her waist before 

gathering it up. “Something bumped my ladder and I fell, fortunately onto a soft pile of 

cardboard before bouncing into Ron with enough force to knock him over. The bulb fell 

nearby and exploded.” 

Looking critically at Ron, Siri saw another drop of bright red liquid fall from Ron’s 

neck to the floor. Ron and Dublin both saw Siri’s face turn white and she ran like an IRS 

agent was chasing her toward the employee restroom. 

Dan glanced around and saw several other employees rubbernecking at the crash 

site. “Get your butts in gear and clean up this mess,” he roared, startling them into action. 

The assistant manager saw that Ron was clearly in pain even though he wasn’t 

yelling in agony as he began to rise. Blood was still dripping from Ron’s back and neck 

onto the floor. Chunks of broken glass were poking through his shirt. 

“Ron, we need to get those cuts cleaned up. Walk with me to the office and we’ll get 

you taken care of,” Dan ordered. 

“Wipe that blood up with bleach and wear gloves,” Dan yelled to the other 

employees as they rubbernecked by the accident. “It’s a biohazard.” 



Dan turned and looked at the people who were only now getting back to work. 

“Since Siri is momentarily out of commission, I need someone else to change the bulb 

right now.” He spotted Terry who was looking at his cart and the mess he caused. 

“Terry, I want you to change the bulb. Go get another one out of the stockroom and 

do it, and make it snappy,” Dublin demanded, a hint of a snarl appearing in his voice. “As 

for the rest of you, get your lazy butts back to work,” he added, the threat of impending 

doom now clearly audible in his voice. 

The store manager and Ron, the 27-year-old employee, walked back to the office, 

stopping to grab some paper towels from another cart along the way. Ron held them to 

his neck to keep the blood from dripping on the floor and upsetting any customers. He 

already saw another employee carrying a broom, mop and bleach toward the mess. 

Even though he was a lowly minimum-wage worker, Ron knew having an employee 

hurt was one thing. Having a customer do the same meant a lot of paperwork, frequent 

phone calls from the corporate brass, massive headaches and maybe even a lawsuit. 

Once safely away from the rest of the crew, and seeing Siri was nowhere in sight, 

Dublin stopped and looked at Ron. “OK, Ron, what the hell is going on? It seems like 

every time there is an accident around here, Siri is the victim and you’re there like her 

knight in armor making sure she comes out of it without a scratch.” 

He looked at Ron’s neck, back and ruined shirt before adding, “Unlike you, this 

time.” 

“Sir, Dan, Siri is just following the rules,” Ron explained, covering for his 

supervisor. “But she’s too short to be changing these bulbs and she doesn’t want to 

disturb you or get someone else to do her job.” 

Dan fell into habits learned as a part-time teacher’s aide and began lecturing Ron as 

they entered the office. Dan grabbed the First Aid kit and guided Ron into the men’s 

room. He told Ron to take off his shirt, glancing briefly at his runner’s washboard 

stomach, before using tweezers to pull out the glass. He cleaned the cuts by pouring 

green soap into them, adding a hefty burn to Ron’s crop of pains. 

“This feels like I just got dipped in gasoline and someone put a match to my skin,” 

Ron said aloud, suffering stoically as the soap burned out bacteria. 



Dublin stuck some bandages on the cuts and pronounced Ron good to go. His shirt, 

though, was a total loss. 

“So Ron, what is the solution?” Dan asked, continuing his interrupted lecture. “Siri 

is too valuable of an assistant manager to reassign to another store and all of the other 

managers have their own tasks to do.” 

“I guess she’ll just have to bite the bullet and ask you or Brenda or Michael to 

change the bulbs,” Ron replied. 

“You’re wrong. There is another solution,” Dan shot back. “I’ve already been giving 

this some thought and I think her team could use another manager, one who could 

function as Siri’s assistant. And that was before today’s near catastrophe, I might add.” 

Ron knew he was but one of five workers on a team having Siri as the lead. She 

handed out the assignments while they did the physical work of restocking the store and 

changing prices. While they worked, she took care of the computerized stuff and 

paperwork. 

“I bet Doug,” who already helped Siri with the computer stuff and acted as her 

unofficial assistant, “will enjoy the promotion and the bigger paycheck,” Ron told him. 

“Doug isn’t always in the right place at the right time to keep Siri out of trouble,” 

Dan said, glaring at Ron. “You are. This is what, the third time in the last month that 

you’ve averted a disaster, all of them involving Siri? Doug is good and solid, but he isn’t 

paying attention like you are. As of this instant you are now Siri’s new assistant. What do 

you think of your new promotion?” 

“I like it but I do not want to make anyone, especially Doug, mad,” Ron replied 

carefully, thinking of his response before saying a word. “I have to work with Doug and I 

cannot have him upset with me because I got promoted over him. He’s been here longer 

and I’m sure he will be mad at getting passed over.” 

“Doug won’t mind one bit, I promise you. I just need you to hang in there for a little 

bit longer and keep this quiet while I get everything worked out before I make this 

official,” Dan promised. “Right now this is just a discussion between you and me.” 

He slapped Ron on the shoulder and said, “Go grab a polo shirt off the rack and give 

me the tag so you can get back to work. I’m sure you have plenty to do.” 

 



“Bast,” the voice said in its flat monotone voice. 

“Yes Ra,” the agent replied. 

“A potential subject just exhibited major signs of precognition. Drop whatever you 

are doing and engage.” 

“Yes, Ra,” the agent replied. 

“How long will it take you to reach San Jose, California from your present location 

given the primitive means of transportation available?” 

“I am already nearby, Ra,” Bast replied. “The subject is already under my indirect 

supervision, though this burst of psychic activity is unexpected.” 

“Get and stay closer to this subject. Live with it. I want regular reports when the 

situation permits.” 

“Yes, Ra.” 

 

* * * 

 

Store Manager Dan Dublin was true to his word about working the situation out. He 

held his regular monthly “State of the Store” meeting with the crew there in south San 

Jose a few days later. District Manager Steve Williams—the big boss—made his usual 

speeches about how well the crew was working and that everyone needed to work 

smarter, not harder. “In other words, Manager Speak 101, Lesson 2,” Ron thought 

cynically. 

Toward the end of the meeting, Williams turned the meeting over to Dublin. Dublin 

made eye contact with Ron and swept his gaze over the members of his crew. 

“You folks are going to be short-handed soon, especially the receiving team, but not 

because of any layoffs.” Dublin let that comment sink in for a second before adding, 

“Doug Watson has agreed to become the receiving manager in Hollister, more than an 

hour south of here. Ron Phillips doesn’t know it but he is heading off to Austin, Texas for 

two weeks of management training. When Ron gets back, he will be Siri’s assistant 

marketing and part-time receiving manager. Let’s hear it for Doug and Ron.” 

Both of the men got a round of applause. 



Later that day, Siri pulled Ron down an isle in the back room where the team kept a 

few overstocked items. “Did you have anything to do with this,” she demanded angrily. 

“With what?” Ron asked innocently. 

“With you and Doug both getting promoted and leaving me short two key people,” 

Siri demanded, her hands on her hips. Ron could see the fire in her eyes and see that she 

way beyond mad: no one could do good and thoroughly pissed off, Ron knew from 

experience. 

“Not directly and not because of anything I said,” Ron admitted. “Dan said I’d be a 

good assistant for you seeing as how I’m always around, especially when you have an 

accident. I told him that it would not be right for me to be promoted over Doug. This is 

his way of taking care of all three of us.” 

Siri’s face went from being hopping mad to very sad. Ron could see she was starting 

to lose it. Ron moved forward with his arms out to hug her but stopped before he did, 

realizing that a hug might be interpreted the wrong way. “I could get myself fired for 

sexual harassment before the promotion even took effect, especially given Siri’s slap a 

few days ago,” Ron realized, dropping his arms to his side. 

Instead, Ron stood there close by and said as politely as he could while Siri started 

sobbing, “You’ll do just fine without us.” 

That comment seemed to flip a switch inside Siri, Ron saw. She went from sobbing 

back to full-on flaming mad in less than a heartbeat. 

Siri stepped forward so her nose was an inch horizontally, and more than a foot 

below, Ron’s lanky 6-foot, 1-inch frame. Siri looked like this time she was the one who 

been slapped by Ron’s last comment. 

“First I’m not some dumb, helpless airhead,” she yelled sternly, seeing how close 

Ron was to her. “Secondly, I’m married, as I’ve said before. I do not know what you 

were thinking of doing, but I saw you moving toward me. Do not touch me—ever.” 

This time Ron responded by looking down at his toes. “I’m sorry. I thought maybe 

you could use some reassurance.” 

“You thought wrong, mister,” she said, shaking her head. “You didn’t touch me so I 

cannot report it, but lay a finger on me and I guarantee you’ll be gone within an hour.” 



Ron looked back at her and said, “Again, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to offend you. 

You can be certain it will never happen again.” 

With that, Siri turned and walked one way and Ron walked the other, getting back to 

his assigned chores. 

 

* * * 

 

Ron didn’t see Siri for three weeks. She attended a manager’s training session out of 

the office the next day. After that it was the weekend where the entire team was off, 

followed by a week of pre-scheduled vacation for Siri. By the time she got back, Ron was 

already on his way to Houston, Texas for his own schooling at the home office. 



Chapter Two 

 

When he returned to the store, Siri the ice queen was in a full-on, full-time, nasty 

snit. He and Siri had a cordial but cold working relationship, one that lasted for the next 

two months. A penguin would have been right at home, given the freezing glares Siri sent 

his way every time Ron came near her, especially when no one else was around. She gave 

him the minimum instructions she needed to, Ron asked as few questions as he could get 

away with to get his work done, and they stayed out of each other’s way. 

 The only good news during that stretch was that Ron’s former live-in girlfriend 

officially moved out. Other than his new roommate, a big black cat Ron named Salem 

after being bewitched by her antics and soothing purr, life was back to normal. Salem 

moved in the evening Siri’s ladder went tumbling to the floor, meowing at his door until 

Ron let him in. Several days later, Chanelle moved out. 

Ron was officially a free man. “I’m free to officially be just as lonely as I was for a 

long time before the breakup,” he said, confiding his innermost thoughts to his new cat. 

The night of Siri’s crash, Chanelle saw the bandages on Ron’s neck and when he 

took off his shirt, his back. 

“What happened to you?” Chanelle, hands on hips, asked angrily. Ron told her and 

the conversation led to a knock-down, drag-out verbal battle between them. 

“I want to see other men but I do not want you seeing other women,” Chanelle, a 

tall, thin woman of mixed Asian and African heritage admitted during the fight. 

“No, I’m not sharing you with other men, or other women for that matter,” Ron told 

her adamantly, stomping his feet for emphasis. “I think I love you and I might want to 

marry you.” 

“Well,” and Chanelle said this during the fight, “I’ve been seeing—and screwing—

Bobby Brown for the last three months, which is longer than the last time I let you near 

me. Bobby treats me like a real lady, with French wine and real good weed. We get good 

and high then screw like rabbits,” she said, a taunting tone to her voice. 

“All you want to do is talk about feelings, sports or politics, never fashion or 

celebrities,” Chanelle complained. “And all you eat is vegetables and protein shakes 



before you go off on your long, god-forsaken runs. It’s no wonder I’m dumping you: 

you’re boring,” she said before packing her bags and trying hard to rip the door off its 

hinges on her way out. 

Salem watched the entire fight and rubbed against Ron’s leg as if to say, “She may 

be gone but you still have me.” 

Ron thought that if a cat could have said, “son, you need me, right this instant,” it 

would have been Salem. 

In Ron’s eyes it didn’t hurt that it turned out Chanelle was allergic to cats nor that 

Salem acted like Ron’s protector. The most unusual thing about Salem, though, was her 

collar: it was more than a half-inch wide and made from a metal mesh weave with several 

bumps in it like large half-oval matte nickel beads. Ron couldn’t figure out how to take 

the collar off since there was nothing like a latch that he could see and it didn’t give very 

much. 

The collar also didn’t have any names engraved on it. Since Salem tolerated it, Ron 

left it alone. Though the thought came to him several times to check with a vet and see if 

Salem was microchipped, the thought seemed to rapidly fade away as if it was being 

erased from his mind. 

A few nights after moving out, Chanelle showed up at Ron’s doorstep, completely 

unannounced. She demanded the rest of her things, most of which were actually Ron’s. 

She took what she wanted, though the sight of Salem grooming herself and flexing her 

long, razor-sharp claws while looking at the human made her move fast.  

The only good news in Ron’s eyes was that within a few days of Chanelle leaving 

officially and for good, Siri’s silent treatment came to a crashing halt. 

Ron come back from his early morning “lunch”—since his work day started at 5 

a.m., lunch was more like breakfast—but Siri was strangely late. He hadn’t seen her all 

morning, but Dan Dublin did warn him she wasn’t feeling well and might not be in until 

the next day. 

Along with being late enough to almost start the next shift, Siri also chose to enter 

Reagan’s through the loading dock instead of the main employee entrance. She was 

wearing a scarf covering her neck and most of her face. Her eyes were hidden behind 



very dark glasses with large lenses and heavy frames, which was highly unusual given 

that she worked indoors, Ron noticed from across the room. 

On a normal day, Ron would not have been anywhere near where the semis parked 

and disgorged their loads. This day was not normal. 

Ron was about to unload a delivery truck that was arriving more than two hours late 

despite calls to the warehouse asking where it was and when it would show up. Many of 

Ron and Siri’s crew were either already on their way home or busy doing end of shift 

chores and unable to help unload it, leaving the task up to Ron. 

“It’s just me this time,” Ron thought. “Oh well, I guess ‘super hero zero’ has to save 

the day once again and unload the entire truck by himself, not that I haven’t done it 

before. The good news is I can really use the overtime, even with my raise.” 

He took the cargo manifest from a scowling swarthy driver wearing a long-billed 

cap, an uneven bushy black beard and a name tag saying “Allen.” 

“Why is he giving me dirty looks like he hates me when I’ve never even met him 

before?” Ron wondered just as a sudden headache threatened to explode his skull. Recent 

experience was teaching him that massive headaches that made migraines look like tea 

parties only seemed to happen when something bad was about to occur. Ron couldn’t 

recall a headache before powerful to drop him to his knees, but this one did. 

Trying to pay attention to the shipping manifest—a load of gas barbecues and 

supplies including full propane tanks—was tough because of the pain in his skull. “The 

last time I had one of these monsters was when Siri fell off that ladder. This time it feels a 

thousand times worse,” Ron recalled. 

He shifted his attention to the work at hand trying to dull the pain but movement in 

the room caught his attention.  

The only other person on the dock beyond Ron and the driver was Siri. She was 

almost out of the large room when she spotted the driver, who was walking toward her. 

Ron guessed Siri knew the driver because she began yelling at the top of her lungs, “Get 

out of here, get out of here. Get out of here now.” 

When the driver failed to move, Ron decided to see what was wrong but in his haste, 

he knocked over some small boxes, blocking his path. 



Ron could see the driver, now without his cap, rush toward Siri, his hands clenched 

into fists. Before Ron could extricate himself, the man began swinging wildly, hitting Siri 

in her delicate upper chest, mid-section and face before the blows knocked her to the 

floor. 

Seeing Siri laying on the ground, holding her knees to her chest, the driver began 

kicking her in the face and chest before Ron could reach him. Not knowing what else to 

do, Ron took a swing at the driver from the back, hitting him in the neck. 

“Whore, filthy whore,” the man kept screaming loudly at Siri, though his attention 

quickly changed to Ron when Ron’s fist barely grazed his neck. 

The man batted away Ron’s next punch like he was swatting a fly before hauling 

back and pounding Ron with a combination to the midsection. The pain from the 

powerful blows was enough to bring Ron down, landing a few feet from Siri. Ron was 

able to get his forearms up in time to block several punches to his face, though his arms 

felt like someone smashed them with an iron bar. 

“You will burn in hell, you infidel whore, you and your animal fucking friends,” the 

driver yelled as he started to walk before running out of the dock. 

Only after the driver left did Ron’s danger sense, which flared up when he saw the 

driver, kick in as if it was on steroids. Spots of light in front of his eyes went from a 

bright flare to the glare of the sun. The pain was so intense he could barely see. 

Something else inside him told Ron he needed to run, and run fast. “Get away, NOW,” 

his headache seemed to scream inside his aching skull. 

If the earlier feeling before Siri fallen off that ladder was like being scratched on his 

skull, this one felt like someone was about to take Ron’s head off with a chainsaw. It was 

far stronger, far more powerful and far more urgent. 

Though he was still reeling from the punches, Ron got unsteadily to his feet. Not 

knowing what to do, only that he had to DO SOMETHING and do it right now, he 

reached down and grabbed Siri, throwing her over his shoulder in a fireman’s carry. He 

ran to the doors leading into the main part of the store but they were locked somehow. 

Despite Ron’s pushing on them and kicking at them, they would not budge. 

Knowing that he only scant seconds to act—though he had no idea how he knew it—

Ron started running to the back of the warehouse section. He kept yelling to no one in 



particular to, “get the hell out of the dock right now” on the off chance there was 

someone else in there. 

Siri was kicking, screaming and hitting Ron the entire way. “Put me down!” she 

tried to yell, though it came out as more of a hoarse cough. “Put me down right now.” All 

Ron saw was a steady stream of blood coming from her split lips.  

The strong odor of propane gas caught Ron’s attention and he knew their time was 

almost up as they entered a concrete hallway with a men’s room on the right, women’s on 

the left. Both restrooms had stout steel doors, which was why Ron instinctively went that 

direction. 

Just before they got into the hallway, a second semi truck came too close to the first 

one. Ron knew it by hearing the loud screech of metal on metal. Glancing over his 

shoulder as he started to open a bathroom door, Ron saw an external fuel tank on the 

second truck scrape against a similar tank on the first. 

Another movie like the one before he caught Siri on the flat cart appeared in Ron’s 

head. Just as then, he knew what was going to happen: there would be an explosion and 

both gas tanks would erupt in flame, sending the heat directly toward where he and Siri 

were standing. 

Ron barely opened the men’s room door when the tanks exploded sending a 

shockwave his direction. The blow knocked him face first into the concrete floor, tearing 

Siri from his grasp and sending her flying deeper into the restroom. 

Unable to react in time, Ron watched as the back of Siri’s head smacked into the 

concrete floor. Still conscious—but barely—Ron turned and saw the entire loading dock 

was engulfed in flames, flames that were shooting back to where he and Siri were lying. 

Stunned, bleeding and in intense pain, Ron raced the flames to Siri. He was barely 

able to grab her and shove her rest of the way into the men’s restroom and start closing 

the door before the flames found him. 

Ron undid his belt, not caring that his pants were now around his ankles. He looped 

the belt and threw it over the doorknob before yanking as hard as he could, unable to hear 

the door latch. He dove to the ground, landing on top of Siri, in an effort to escape the 

intense heat coming from the door. 



Just as the first gout of flame—the image in Ron’s mind was of a flamethrower shot 

down a hallway—died down, the co-workers were flattened again by another, much more 

powerful blast that tried to tear the door open. 

Ron’s shirt was literally on fire, his foot hurt, Siri was out cold and Ron was scared 

stiff the cinderblock ceiling was going to cave in on them. He ripped his shirt off, burning 

both hands in the process while stomping the flames out as they began burning his pants 

instead. 

Ron was in the middle of doing that when several more explosions happened in rapid 

sequence. One must have sent something large and heavy down the hallway because 

there was a loud noise just before the glowing hot steel door caved in in the middle. 

 Ron knew a load of 25-gallon propane barbecue cooking cylinders were part of the 

shipment. He guessed they were exploding in the intense heat. Some of the propane tanks 

were acting like missiles, hurtling away from the burning trucks. Anyone who was in the 

way would have been mashed to a pulp, Ron learned. 

The pain from Ron’s burns, which held off for a few seconds, burst forth in all its 

agonizing glory just as Ron’s overwhelmed brain realized Siri carried a walkie talkie on 

her waist. He reached for it and hit the transmit button. 

“Help!” he yelled as loudly as he could. “There are two of us trapped in the loading 

dock men’s room. The dock is on fire and we are both hurt. Somebody please help us.” 

All Ron heard after taking his thumb off the transmit button was static. He didn’t 

know if his call went through or not. All he knew was Siri was out cold, he was in agony 

and he could see smoke seeping in under the door and around the edges. Ron rolled Siri 

over and touched her neck to check her pulse. That action caused him to see what the 

scarf and glasses were hiding: massive bruises to Siri’s face and several cuts and what 

looked liked small burns to her neck and upper chest. 

There may have been even more cuts under her shirt but Ron was not going to look 

for them now, if ever. 

Leaving Siri where she was, her face against the rapidly heating pavement, Ron used 

the sink to haul himself erect. He grabbed a handful of paper towels, doused them with 

water and shoved them between the floor and the bottom of the door. The door was still 

mostly intact and keeping the flames out despite being badly warped. 



Ron repeated this action until he ran out of paper towels before he slipped down to 

the floor and lay on the concrete. He expected the floor to be cool but it was warm and 

getting hotter by the second. 

The makeshift barrier worked for a few minutes but smoke still began coming in 

through cracks around the top and the sides of the battered door. 

The smoke was down to about knee height when Ron heard someone yelling. “Is 

there anyone in there? Is anyone alive?” 

Ron tried to answer but couldn’t speak because he was coughing so hard. He 

pounded once on the door with his fist, only to find the door was red hot. The side of his 

hand erupted in pain from the burn just before a scream flew from his raspy throat. 

“Someone must like me,” Ron thought. Either that or they were standing by the door 

because a second later it there was the sound of tearing metal. The door opened inward 

quickly, catching Ron a glancing blow to the head and sending darkness his way. 

Ron wasn’t really sure what happened next but from what he learned later, a 

firefighter came in and found them both burned, bleeding and out cold. 

The firefighter was able to use his—maybe it was a hers—radio and get help. Two 

other firefighters dressed in Nomex fireproof gear carrying extra jackets raced in, covered 

them up and not very gently carried them out. Later reports said the loading dock and part 

of the store was fully engulfed by the fire. The firefighters and the victims almost didn’t 

make it out alive a news report Ron read after the fact stated. 

Ron also learned that Lady Luck was again watching out for Siri. A fire crew in a 

tanker truck heading back to the airport was a few blocks away when the first explosion 

occurred. Its crew was using foam designed for airplane fuel blazes to battle the fire 

before a 911 call from inside the store was even made. 

The airport firefighters tackled the dangerous job of battling the gas tanks and 

burning semis while a team from a local fire station arrived a few minutes later, this one 

charged with containing the fire to the loading dock and keeping it from engulfing the 

entire store. Two more teams arrived as the fire reached three alarm status. 

Ron found out that their lives were spared by a security guard helping evacuate the 

store. He heard the walkie call on an employee’s radio only because the worker was 

standing next to him. Spotting a cop who just driven up, the security guard relayed what 



he heard. The cop used his own radio to reach a firefighter who rushed to Ron and Siri’s 

aid. If it wasn’t been for that walkie-talkie call and ideal timing, neither Siri nor Ron 

would have made it out alive they were told. 

Ron vaguely remembered sort of waking up in the ambulance and he thought later 

that he might have asked about Siri. A paramedic said something like she was going to be 

OK before giving Ron a shot and sending him back down the rabbit hole to blissful 

oblivion. 

 

* * * 

 

“Ra, our new agent’s life is in serious jeopardy,” Bast reported. 

“One of Apep’s minions attacked it and the female that seems to have stimulated its 

growth,” Ra replied. “Is our new agent functional? And have you been successful in 

getting the agent to mate with the female?” 

“Our agent is not fully functional right now. It is alive, barely, and may or may not 

regain full functions. As for the mating, it has not yet happened, Ra,” Bast replied. 

“Humans want something called ‘love’ to exist before they mate. While the male human 

desires the female, it is doubtful he loves her. She barely knows he exists, despite the 

number of times our agent has prevented her injury or demise.” 

“You are authorized to begin treating the human agent, preparing it so that if it is the 

One, it will be ready when needed,” Ra decided. “Also, boost the male’s desire for the 

female and if possible, begin to get the female to desire the male in mating. If they mate 

and produce offspring, we have a long-term back-up should Apep terminate the male.” 

“As you order, Ra,” Bast replied. “However, the female was also badly injured by 

Apep’s agent, who is her official mate.” 

“Has the minion impregnated the human female?” Ra asked. 

“Unknown but doubtful, Ra,” Bast replied. “The human female was badly abused. A 

remote scan is not showing any signs of pregnancy.” 

“Speed up both human’s recovery as quickly as you can without getting caught,” Ra 

ordered. “We cannot let the humans suspect an outside agency is interfering with their 



species’ development. We have been manipulating them for thousands of their years and 

not once have they caught on. Now is not the time to make them aware of our existence.” 

“Agreed, Ra. I will endeavor to speed up the healing of both humans while preparing 

the male in case he is the One,” Bast said. 
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